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Focus on client's success: Moderna Printing

A success story 
continues

MODERNA PRINTING

4

In 1947, Jan Bongaerts printed his very first paper sheets in a tiny printer at the 
Koolmijnlaan in Heusden-Zolder. What once started as an ambitious one-man 
business was expanded over a period of 70 years into an ultramodern full-service 
graphic company with a very wide range of printing and finishing options. 
Today, Eric Bongaerts is running the family-owned company together with  
his daughters Karolien and Kim.

Over the last eight years RIMA-SYSTEM has accompanied Moderna Printing  
on their journey with several successful projects. Now, 72 years after the first 
printed products, Moderna Printing takes the next step with an advanced post 
press system for their new 80-page web offset press.
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MODERNA PRINTING
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The new Lithoman IV 80p press 
together with the Post Press System 
from RIMA-SYSTEM is the most 
modern installation for magazine 
production in Belgium, featuring the 
latest technologies in this area.
It consists of two complete Post Press 
lines, one for each folder delivery. 
With those it is possible to run all 
productions either trimmed or 
untrimmed into logs or stacks which 
are then automatically palletized by 
modern 4-axis robots. To make the 
start-up as fast and easy as possible, 
all production ways and format ad-
justments can be set up, activated 

and stored in the central management 
system of the Post Press line. Central 
part of the system is the stacking and 
palletizing area where two RS 36S
compensating stackers and the latest 
version of the RS 610HS log stacker 
deliver their products to the 
RS 400 palletizing robots. The log 
stacker has been optimized based on 
the feedback of our customers and is 
now more operator friendly than ever 
before. The high operation speed and 
the great log quality make it the number 
one choice on the market for all high 
speed solutions. 

Together with his daughters 
Karolien and Kim, Eric Bongaerts 
is constantly modernizing the 
printing plant delivering perfect 
products to his customers. 

MODERNA PRINTING
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Together with the installation of a Post 
Press system behind a Rotoman press 
this is already the third system from 
RIMA-SYSTEM. To make room for the 
new 80pp press a Post Press system 
from another supplier has been  
dismantled, renovated and updated with 
new controls and components from  
RIMA-SYSTEM. Now the improved 
system is running behind another 
Lithoman IV at Moderna.
The last step of optimization is the 
installation of central waste ejection 
system from RIMA-SYSTEM which is 

transporting all waste from the 80pp 
and one 48pp to the waste containers 
outside the building. When this is 
finished the 16pp press and the second 
48pp press at Moderna will also be 
connected.

Together with more improvements in 
the areas of CTP, pallet logistics and in 
the bindery, this makes Moderna one of 
the most innovative printing houses in 
Europe. 

MODERNA PRINTING
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MODERNA PRINTING

The RS 400 palletizing robot can auto-
matically switch his gripper between 
productions to handle either stacks 
or logs. Pallet transportation is fully 
automated.

The fully automated line has an instant 
back-up system between log stackers 
and compensating stackers and can be 
pre-setted from the control desk table.
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Folder deliveries with Tabloid and 
magazine delivery and central waste 
ejection.Direct passage to the folders is 
provided by the use of spiral conveyors.
Tabloid and magazine deliveries are 
merged, start-up, blanket washing and 
splicer waste is automatically ejected.
All productions are redirected spine to 
the side before three-sides trimming. 

The automatic RS 36S lift stacker 
features motorized adjustmentsfor the 
stream aligners, the upper bin and the 
turntable. Directly coupled with an 
RS 110 blocking unit this guarantees 
neat, stable stacks which are safely 
transported to the robot.from the 
delivery table of the RS 36S lift stacker 
the neat stacks are transported to the 
pick up station of the RS 400 palletizer. 
The robot can automatically change 
his tool to work with logs from the 
RS 610HS log stacker and the 
compensated stacks.

The automatic RS 831 trimming line is 
set up in “ straight configuration”. This 
means that the products are brought 
back in line after the bumpturn by spiral 
conveyors. This allows a narrow setup 
of the Post Press, very close to the 
press. As spiral conveyors are the safest 
transport at high speed this makes 
them first choice behind the fast 
Rotoman press.

MODERNA PRINTING
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Throwback to another milestone: Throwback to another milestone: 
Post Press automation for the  Post Press automation for the  
Rotoman 16pp press at ModernaRotoman 16pp press at Moderna
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Horst "Mr. Stacker" Steinhart retires

After 12,000  
stackers: Time for  
the next move!

In 1975, a creative perfect binder 
technician had an idea with great po-
tential. Nobody except himself believed 
in this great opportunity and eventually 
he decided to realize this project on his 
own – probably the best decision of 
his life. After several months with little 
sleep, the first RIMA stacker was born 
and not much later the first sale was 
done. 
The news about the performance of this 
new bindery stacker quickly got around 
and our “creative technician”  made his 
next decision – Horst Steinhart became 
his own boss. What started in a rented 
garage in California became a unique 
success story. 
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With RIMA, he sold more than 12,000 
stackers and together with his partner 
Dr. Axel Tübke he founded  
RIMA-SYSTEM, the leading Post Press 
supplier. From the 70s until today, RIMA 
and RIMA-SYSTEM have served the 
web printing market with efficient and  
reliable equipment, including bindery 
and press stackers, conveying, log 
stacking and robotic palletizing. Along 
this journey, Horst and RIMA developed 
several unique solutions. 

Here just a few examples:

• RS 25, the first press stacker from 
RIMA from 1978 which quickly 
became the standard for all the 16p 
presses from that time. Until today 
many RS 25 are still in operation. 

• The RS 30 stacker with a speed up 
to 100,000 cph and able to follow 
the fastest rotogravure presses

• The RS 50/ RS 51 lift stackers 
and the high-speed conveyors like 
spirals and ”C”-conveyors for the 
PFF-folders of the Sunday presses. 

• The RS 10/11/12/14/33 bindery 
stacker which became the industry 
standard in most binderies

• The RS 26/28 overhead conveyors.
• The RS 36S – the best performing 

lift stacker on the market.

Horst always also pushed the “complete 
system” business under the brand of 
RIMA-SYSTEM. Today RIMA-SYSTEM 
is the leading Post Press supplier with a 
stable set-up, worldwide Project Centers 
and the most complete product range. 
Horst can be very proud of what he and 
Axel built in the last 40+ years – the 
latest RIMA-SYSTEM Post Press  
installations are testimony to their  
success (see more on the following 
pages)

Besides stackers, Horst always had 
another passion – planes and flying. 
Stackers have been No. 1 for nearly 50 
years, now it’s time to give his hobby the 
time it deserves and to transfer the 
day-to-day operations to his team.

HORST STEINHART RETIRES

LEFT:  Horst with Helmut Thissen,  
another "RIMA-SYSTEM veteran", who  
has an important role in the development 
and improvement of the stackers.
BOTTOM LEFT: Friends and partners  
since more than 30 years. Dr. Axel Tübke 
and Horst Steinhart.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Horst with Mike doing 
what he loves most - hands on, always 
pushing hard to get the most out of the 
machines
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All together and from one place for the Americas! 

RIMA and RIMA-SYSTEM Atlanta 
will consolidate operations  
for the Americas in Atlanta

Starting Point: the owners of RIMA-SYSTEM (Dr. Axel Tübke, 2nd from left & Horst 
Steinhart 2nd from right) decided to establish a Project Center in the US. After a 
long „round table“, the decision was unanimous - Atlanta will be home of the new 
Project Center. 

1975 2002 2020
When it all started

For more than 40 years the RIMA factory in 
California has supplied the worldwide 
markets with press & bindery stackers. 
RIMA had a long-lasting relationship with 
Harris Graphics  & HWS who also covered 
sales in the US.

Project Center Atlanta

With faster and bigger presses, post press 
also became more complex and automated. 
In 2002, the decision was made to establish 
RIMA-SYSTEM Atlanta, a Project Center 
which would support the Post Press 
markets in North America and later also in 
Latin America. Goal was to give the best 
technical support in all steps of a project – 
from pre-sales consulting through installa-
tion up to after sales support.

Consolidation in Atlanta

In 2020, both sites will consolidate into one 
location. With this new structure we will 
strengthen the support for our customer 
base in the Americas. This, without losing 
the experience of Horst – he will still 
support our team in Atlanta and the 
RIMA-SYSTEM family.

RIMA-SYSTEM ATLANTA
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What you need to know

By when We hope to complete the transition by the end of October. 
 

Our adress

RIMA-SYSTEM Atlanta LLC
3939 Royal Drive, Suite 216
Kennesaw, GA 30144
Phone: +1 770 998-5622 
Mail: postpress@rima-system.net

We need your support Please update your records and send all mail & payments to the new address.  
Our bank remains unchanged

Your contacts

Sales: Mike Volbeding. m.volbeding@rima-system.net 
            Klaus Kalthoff. k.kalthoff@rima-system.net
Parts: Andrea Hunter. a.hunter@rima-system.net
Support: Kevin & Mike. support@rima-system.net
Accounting: Heide Fischer. accounting-rsa@rima-system.net

What will change

By consolidating the US-operation at one 
site, we concentrate all activities under one 
roof and simplify things. Sales, support, 
service, spare parts will all be managed out 
of our Project Center in Atlanta. Our team 
will grow and include some well-known 
contacts from the factory in California.

Your advantage

Just one point of reference for all activities 
with RIMA-SYSTEM. No further need to look 
up if it was RIMA or RIMA-SYSTEM Atlanta. 
At the same time, your contacts basically 
remain the same: Andrea, Mike and Klaus 
from the Atlanta office or Heide and Kevin 
from the former California office.

Our commitment

RIMA-SYSTEM will continue to be the 
point of reference for Post Press and with 
the centralized operation we will strengthen 
our set-up. Our focus is on solutions which 
match today’s needs. This includes new 
systems, refurbished machines, relocations 
and extended support with digital 
technologies.

RIMA-SYSTEM ATLANTA
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Original location and configuration

Relocation and
optimization
Sudden market changes and new require-
ments from customers often force printers 
to quickly adapt their current production 
possibilities. Often this can be achieved by 
expanding or re-engineering the existing 
Post Press system. Whether this is because 
of requests for trimmed production, delivery 
of the products in logs instead of stacks 
or simply because of higher production 
costs: RIMA-SYSTEM is the right partner 
for optimizing your Post Press. We ensure 

that your investments are on target and 
harmonize them with the requirements of 
your customers. If you instead want to move 
your existing Post Press or have bought a 
used line and need it professionally installed, 
we offer you the full service of dismantling, 
moving and re-installing the equipment. We 
will also make sure that the line is checked 
and started up on time so your production is 
ready when you need it..

RELOCATION AND OPTIMIZATION
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New location and configuration

RELOCATION AND OPTIMIZATION
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Accessible layout: 
Easy operation  
and maintenance 

The intelligent  
conveying system  
provides a constant  
stack flow to the 
palletizing area

Maximum 
productivity 
with minimum 
space  
requirements

From offline to inline production

Already in 2016, Sattler invested in three 
complete RIMA-SYSTEM Post Press lines 
as a replacement investment for an existing 
finishing line. The investment goal was to 
improve the productivity by changing 
from offline to inline production of retail 
products in multiple uses.Sattler particularly 
appreciates the advantages of inline cutting 
production in conventional rotary cutting 
machines in terms of good trimming quality, 
lower personnel and maintenance costs.
The challenging task was to replace the 
three Post Press lines during the period 
of the annual maintenance of the printing 
press and to put them back into operation.

RELOCATION AND OPTIMIZATION
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Pathfinder: A unique back-up 
system guarantees maximum 
production flexibility and 
safety. The fast divert gates 
can immediately redirect the 
production to one of the other 
free lines.

Overhead- 
conveyors  
ensure optimal  
accessibility to 
the machines

Productivity boost with relocation of a complete Post Press line 

Martin Koschei, Owner / Managing Director

With the purchase of the two printing 
presses from the insolvency of Broschek, 
Sattler now fills the spatial capacities, 
available since the last investment and the 
change from offline to inline production. 
A special challenge was to install the two 
presses together with Post Press at the 
Barleben site in an existing hall. In close 
coordination with the customer, a very 

space-saving, yet accessible configuration 
could be worked out. A newly designed 
conveyor belt system and the use of 
overhead conveyors ensure safe product 
transport and for the operators optimum 
accessibility of the system. As a result, six 
Post-Press lines with a total of three folders 
and six folder deliveries all fit into an area of 
just 44 x 13m. 

RELOCATION AND OPTIMIZATION
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selected
installations
Requirements can be different! Post Press solutions from RIMA-SYSTEM match 
these requirements – whether this is a simple upgrade, the relocation of  
equipment, factory refurbished machines or a highly automated new systems.

Post Press at work! 
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SELECTED INSTALLATIONS

MERCURY PRINT PRODUCTIONS, USA

Press Lithoman 32pp

Application Collect & stack sigs in logs for processing in the bindery

Solution

New Post Press system with optimized layout, 
including conveying, head/foot trimming, log stacking and 
log palletizing with automatic pallet handling

Great teamwork! 

It was the 1st web press for Mercury 
Print Productions and RIMA-SYSTEM 
supported them on this challenging 
journey. We listened to their 
requirements, discussed what is 
technically feasible and what makes 
commercial sense, looked at the 
available space and eventually worked 
out a configuration which perfectly 
matches their expectations. Core 
machine is the RS 610HS log stacker 
which transforms the shingle from the 
Lithoman press into perfect logs. 
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SELECTED INSTALLATIONS

PRINTALL, Estonia

Press Two 16pp heatset presses

Application Log stacking for magazine printing

Solution
Post Press system with highly automated log stacking and  
palletizing area. Ready for expansion with 2nd folder of one 
Rotoman press

Easy operation and flexibility
Highly compact log stacking area 
with central operator position and 
full backup between log stackers 
and compensating stackers
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SELECTED INSTALLATIONS

COMMAND WEB, USA

Press 2 x Sunday 2000 24pp double web, b/w book printing

Application Collect & stack sigs in logs from both presses.  
Palletize automatically onto separate pallets

Solution

- transport the shingle stream to the post press area
- feed the copies into 2 x RS 610HS log stacker
- palletize the logs from both log stackers with one robot
- place logs onto two pallets, automatic pallet conveying

Two presses, central stacking!

Challenging requirements in terms of
performance and space two S2000
double web presses (48p per press)
side by side needed log stacking. The
available Post Press area was narrow
and rather long. A challenge, which
needed special creativity in the design
process of the Post Press. The final
configuration fits into the space and
supports one man operation of the log
stackers. A robot placed behind the
two log stackers (aligned side by side)
places the logs on separate pallets.
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ROYLE PRINTING, USA

Press Rotoman double web, 32pp relocation project

Application School book and text book printing

Solution

- use existing delivery conveyors from press
- add refurbished RS 820 rotary knife trimmer
- add refurbished RS 610 log stacker
- add new RS 656 log palletizer

SELECTED INSTALLATIONS
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OVATO, Australia

Press Lithoman IV 80pp

Application High volume retail production

Solution Complete Post Press system with conveying, trimming, 
lift stacking, log stacking and robot palletizing

“The new equipment for this facility is a 
testament to our optimism for the future 
of the printing sector in Australia. 
Our enhanced manufacturing footprint 
enables us to produce up to 18 million 
pages per hour from the one site; an 
unparalleled volume in the high-speed 
print sector.“ 

Kevin Slaven, CEO Ovato 

SELECTED INSTALLATIONS
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SELECTED INSTALLATIONS

TRANSCON, Canada

Press Colorman XXL

Application High-speed retail production

Solution
Complete Post Press system with overhead conveying,  
compensating stacking and robot palletizing. Connection to 
pallet stretch wrapping and pallet routing from ERP system
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SELECTED INSTALLATIONS

“RIMA-SYSTEM gives us the reliability  
and flexibility we need. We’re seeing 
the increased quality in our internal  
performance, and have less downtime 
and less engineering demand. Uptime 
performance of our post press operation 
is increasing.“ 

Derryl Meyer, Group General Manager

IVE GROUP, Australia

Press Sunday 4000

Application High volume, high quality catalog production

Solution
Installation of two RS 610HS log stackers, and two  
RS 655 log palletizers to increase performance and 
to reduce downtime
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SELECTED INSTALLATIONS

ROTO COBHRI, Spain

Press Sunday 5000, 96pp, PCF + Cutter 

Application High volume retail production

Solution
Complete, automated Post Press system with conveying,
RS 840 double-stream trimming line, RS 36S lift stackers,
RS 400 robot palletizing system
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SELECTED INSTALLATIONS

COMPLETE 

RELOCATION

Stibo, the largest print group in 
Scandinavia has moved a Lithoman IV 
press from Denmark to Sweden. 
Due to the different buidling layout and 
logistic requirements, the Post Press 
had to be replanned. The specialists 
from RIMA-SYSTEM supported Stibo 
with a new layout, a reconfiguration and 
an overhaul of the equipment.

STIBO (SÖRMLAND), Sweden

Press Lithoman IV 48pp 

Application Magazine printing and inline finishing

Solution Relocation of press and optimization of Post Press
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Small flyers ...

... or big blocks!

SELECTED INSTALLATIONS

BINDERY STACKERS, Worldwide

Application Various bindery applications 

Solution Automization of the manual stacking process
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SELECTED INSTALLATIONS

NEWSPAPER STACKERS, Worldwide

Application Various newspaper applications 

Solution Improving flexibility and productivity in newspaper production

A satisfied customers infront of his 2nd 
newspaper stacker: Guido Moch (left),  
technical production Manager at the 
"Mannheimer Morgen" with Hans  
Pflipsen, RIMA-SYSTEM. After the  
positive experience made with the  
first stacker purchased in 2018, the 
customer optimized the post press with 
another identical RS 36S stacker.    
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Conveying 
Systems

Rotary
Trimmers

Lift
Stackers

From the folder delivery, ...

Whatever your requirements are,Whatever your requirements are,
we design your post press solution.we design your post press solution.
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Log
Stackers

Log
Palletizers

Robots for
Stacks + Logs

... to the full pallet.

From a single machine From a single machine 
to a fully automated system!to a fully automated system!



RIMA    SYSTEM


